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Readers who are part of the **Guild of Magic, Dragons, & Swords** love books with, well...magic, dragons, and swords! Fantasy worlds with fantasy creatures are your favorite, and you are on a quest for adventure and escape.

This list helps **Magic, Dragons, & Swords** readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- *Bartholomew and the Oobleck* by Dr. Seuss
- *Hayley, the Rain Fairy* by Daisy Meadows
- *Weatherboy* by Pimm van Hest
- *Mission Hurricane* by Jenny Goebel
- *Blizzard of the Blue Moon* by Mary Pope Osborne
- *Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs* by Judi Barrett
- *Carl’s Nose* by Karen Schmidt
- *Mira Forecasts the Future* by Kell Andrews
- *I’m Not A Supermouse!* by Geronimo Stilton
- *Spirit Wolf* by Kathryn Lasky
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